In this paper we consider the form of polynomial representation useful in problems connected with performing polynomial shift. We propose basic parallel algorithms suited for SIMD architecture to perform the shift in O(1) time if we have 0(ra2) Processor Elements available, and the shift haa to be performed repeatedly. Proposed algorithms are easy to generalize to multivariate polynomials shift. The possibility of applying these algorithms to polynomials with coefficients from non-commutative rings is discussed as well as the bit-wise complexity of the algorithm.
Introduction
Solution of many problems can be expedited, when "hardware shift" is involved in the computational process. Typical example for sequential computation is multiplication of an integer by 2". In parallel computation such an example gives Cannon matrix multiplication algorithm [2] , which multiplies matrices in linear time using skew reprmntation and parallel shift of matrices. In this paper we will consider representation of multivariate polynomials, in which the" shift" computer operation meets the" shift" mathematical tranaformat ion. This representation is multidimensional analog of tables of finite differences (TFD) and is suited for SIMD architecture. We will describe basic algorithms to convert polynomials into TFD-based representation and show the possibilityy of expediting computat ion of some standard problems. Throughout the paper we suppose, that we have enough Processor Elements (PEs) for representing considered objects.
Univariate preliminaries
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2.1
Tables of finite differences as the form of polynomial representation Consider now the table of finite differences (TFD) of (z), taken at the point z = ZO with step h:
Here PO =~(zo) (O-order diEerence of~(z)), WI =~(zo + h) -~(zo) (first-order difference of~(z)), pz = f(zo +2h) -2~(zo + h) + j(zo) (second-order difference of~(z)), and so on. This table contains all the information about the initial polynomial (l). In fact it is just another form of polynomial representation [13] . Operations on polynomials can be formulated in terms of such tables.
Given polynomials~(z) and g(z) defined by tables @ = [PO,PI,...,~n] and~= [#o, 41,...,~~] 
In its turn, the 
The last means, that for an n-degree polynomial f(z) given by coefficients sIO],s[l], , s[n], we are able to construct TFD in O(n) parallel steps using the Homer scheme and (7) Observe, that every operation like shifting, computing slisj or e.g., (j+ 1) Ii=j, corresponds to a single parallel instruction on a SIMD machine and takes constant time 2 (of course under assumption that we do have enough PEs).
Additionally we consider binary parallel operations as basic. Let s and u be d-dimensional arrays of the same shape. Further we will use q s + u -component-wise addition ofs and u; q s * u -component-wkw multiplication ofs and u; q u:= s -component-wise assignment.
As usually for SIMD computations we assume that arraya of the same shape are mapped to the same set of PEs, i. If If= {I,..., d} then this algorithm constructs "pure" TFD representation, and it~take nl + n2 + . . . + nd parallel steps to get it. We will show the use of a mixed representation in the following section. Now we define two parallel operations on polynomials in mixed representation.
Given two polynomials of the same dimension f and g represented in mixed form by arrays u and u of the same shape. Let If =19 and p E {1,... ,d}. Then 
The complexity of the shift (the number of ring operations performing the shift) computed sequentially by this formula is 0(n3 ). Known methods (such as the Homer scheme or "synthetic division" [9] ) reduce the complexity to O(nz ). An advanced sequential algorithm from [10] performs this operation in O(n log n) steps via FFT polynomial multiplication. Parallelization of the Homer scheme [9] gives O(n) complexity of the procedure. We consider c = 1 in this section and concentrate on the case in which the shift by a given constant c hss to be performed several times (repeatedly).
We propose a parallel algorithm suited for SIMD architectures to perform the shift in 0(1) time. To achieve this speed of the algorithm, 0(n2) Processor Elements (PI%) have to be available. The algorithm is based on converting a given polynomial to a mixed form of representation.
The complexity of the conversion is O(n).
5.1
Outline of an approach to fast paraUel shift Given polynomial (1) defined by the list of coefficients, we are interested in values of coefficients for polynomials f (z + 1), f(z + 2) and so on. The main idea is to construct mixed represent ation for f (z + y): TFD-baaed in y and usual in x. Conversion to the mixed representation consists of two steps:
1. Substitute x+ y for z in (1) and collect coefficients near every degree of z. We will get a polynomial in z whose coefficients are polynomials in y:
Obviously, uj(0) =aj, j =0,1, . . ..n. 'Uj(l),~= O, 1,. . .,n are coefficients of j(z+ 1), Uj (2), j = O, 1,. ... n are coefficients of f (x +2) and so on.
Construct the table of finite differences for each~j (y)
at the point O and compose the matrix with these tables as rows (the first column of this matrix is nothing more than list of coefficients aj ).
After such preparation we are able to perform all assignments (5) simultaneously for every row of the matrix. This means, that the list of coefficients of j(z + 1) can be obtained in two parallel operations (parallel left shifi of the matrix and parallel addition). The same steps can be used to get coefficients of~(z +2) and so far. Consider the following example. Let f(z) = 223-622-52 + 1. After first step of conversion (substitution and collecting coefficients) we et the polynomial 223+ (6v -6)22 + t, (6g2 -12v -5)2 + 2y -6y -5~+ 1. After constructing tables of finite differences we have and after performing U := U + LeftShift(U)
The first column of U now contains coefficients of the polynomial~(z + 2) = 223 + 622 -52-17. Clearly, with this representation we are able to perform the parallel shift of the given polynomial in 0(1) (precisely two) parallel steps.
5.2
Conversion of f(z) to the mixed form
After substitution x = z + y into given polynomial (1) we can rewrite it in Homer-like manner:
((... (%(~+v)+ %l)(~+v) +))(z+v)z+v) +~l)(z+v)+m, and exploit operations 1,2, These rnves the followbm defined at the end of Section 4. Recall, the coefficients off (z+ 1) can be found in the first column of U after performing this operation.
Polynomial shift in the root isolation context
The polynomial shift in the root isolation context uses, w the rule, an arbitrary prectilon arithmetic. That is why the blt-wise complexity of thk operation is important. Let = max Iai I in (1) and L(u) stands for the bit-length of an integer u (L(nrn)~L(n) + L(m), L(nm) 2s' naL(n)).
The parallel algorithm to perform polynomial shift ([9]) uses O(n) ring operations. The bit-wise cost of one ring operation is O (nL(z)).
Therefore the bit-wise complexity of the shift is 0(n2L(z)).
When we convert (1) into TDF (2) the size of integers involved grows essentially. The reasonable question here, how does this fact affect the bit-wise complexity of TDF-baaed polynomial shift. Let Z = max l~il in (2). It can be easily derived from Algorithm 1 that Z = o(zn"), zn! = o(Z) (see also [6] ) . The bit-wise complexity of the addition Pi+~i+l is bounded by L(Z) = L(z)+ n log n. The same holds for the bit-wise complexity of the Lef tShif t instruction. Therefore the bit-wise complexity of TDF-baaed polynomial shift is bounded by 2L(Z) = O(L(Z) + n log n), whkh is still better then (11).
Real root isolation algorithms ([4, 9] ) use (together with shift) another transformations of polynomials:
q Hl,z, : f(m)+ f(z/2k), and q R : f(z) + zY'f(l/z).
For mixed representation considered above the first transformation does not give a troubles, because it can be implemented by the operation U*(~) l;=k.
However the second transformation (which reverse the list of coefficients of f) makes prepared in advance mixed representation U useless. We would like to avoid reconstruction of U from afresh after every reversion. For thu purposes we split data involved in the problem and consider the following representation of needed objects: 
R(f(z)):

Reverse(a)
and A := CopySpreadk (a).
Let's proceed with brief bit-wise complexity analysis of described transformations.
The bit-length of entries of U is bounded by n log n and cost of the assignment la) is O(n log n). But values of~lj=o are not so large as n log n. It was shown in [9] that coefficients of f (z + 1) are bounded by 2"2 and the bit-length of coefficients of f (z + 1) is bounded by L(z) + n. Thus the cost of multiplication in lb) is bounded by L(z)n, and coat of the assignment in 1.c) is bounded by log n(n + L(z)).
The coat of operation in 2 is at most O(n). Finally the cost of CopySpreadk (a) (which should be performed after shifting) is bounded by log n(n + L(z)). Therefore all the operations involved are a bit faster then (11).
In order to avoid reversions of the array a it makes sense to consider together with U an array V of the same dimension and shape, such that V[k, i, j] = U[n -k, i, j], k = 0,1,..., n. In this case every time when U is shifted, V has to be shifted as well, and we can alterate multiplication of A by U[jzo~d Vljzo. Neither Algorithm 1 nor Algorithms 2, 3, 4 assume commutativity of the multiplication in the domain of polynomial coefficients, It means, that above approach can be applied, for example, to polynomials of the form (1), where coefficients aj are square matrices of the same size. All the reasoning remain the same. However, assignments such as U[0,01 : = a [ j ] will be assignments of matrices in this case. The complexity of algorithms remains the same, if it is counted in terms of the number of matrix operations.
Conclusion
In this paper we considered a special form of polynomial representation oriented towards fast parallel computation of polynomial shifts. This form is the specialization of a more general approach [11, 12, 14] of symbolic conversion of numerical computational schemes to chains of recurrences, which can be evaluated in "shift-and-operate" style. The specialization enables parallel computation on the preparw tion stage (reducing the time of conversion). It is interesting to observe here, that the conversion to the TFD representation and parallel polynomial shift itself use very similar parallel tools: parallel shifts and parallel additions (multiplications).
Of course we are able to perform the polynomial shift fast, because we pay memory (PEs). In order to perform algorithms 3, 4 with the speed announced, we need (n+ 1)2 PEs for proceeding n-degree polynomials. At the same time straightforward approach [9] allows to do the same work in O(n) time on n + 1 PEs. In d-variate case the situation is even harder: for F(ZI, . , ., Zd) which occupies an array of the size O((n + I)d) we need O(((n + l)d)2) PEs to perform shift in O(d) time. However, all this is usual situation in programming theory and practice. The possibility to choose competitive algorithm looks quite attractive. Especially if we take into account, that the complexity of performing parallel polynomial shift in the mixed TFD representation, counted in the number of ring operations (2 parallel operations), seems to be unimprovable.
